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DP44WCA
Naturepark Fichtelgebirge
Castle Thierstein DL-03145

On tuesday, march 01 started in the second half of the
afternoon for a short trip in
the nearby nature-park Fichtelgebirge DLFF-0058.
This time under the castle
from Thierstein DL-03145.
After antenna-setup two
women with horses appeared on the other side of
the road. The horses were
very shy, when they saw the
yellow line from the antenna-end.
The woman said, they are
riding there every day and
recommended me I shall talk
to the horses with normal
voice that they become confident with me. Finally
it worked, and the
horses went along the
yellow lines.
So finally started in
the air at 1358 UTC
with PA2CVD as first
station calling. After
his spot appeared in
the cluster, a tremendous pile-up
started.
Again excellent conditions on short distance
so lot of german, austrian and czech-stations could be logged.
Temparature sometimes went up till 8
degrees, so first time pretty warm in the car, as through the glass-roof a lot of warm sunshine came in. After
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working
down the
stations on
40 meters
moved to 20
meters at
first in phone
and later in
CW.
Good conditions this
time also to
north america. Several
US-stations
and canadastations
made it into
the log.
Final end
then again
on 40 CW and later phone.
After 2 hours 10 minutes I pulled the plug with altogether 266 stations in the log, this time from 37 diﬀerent
DXCC-countries.
Top-numbers went to:
1. Germany (67) 2. England (29) 3. Poland (28) 4. Italy (27) 5. Spain (12)
CW this time was poor, only 22 contacts compared to the 244 in SSB.
Thanks for calling in and cu from the next one
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